2018 Holiday Gift Guide
The Council’s Sharper Vision Store is a one-stop shop for assistive
technology and adaptive products. From bump dot markers to CCTVs,
find the product that will help you live life to the fullest. Try products
in-person during business hours or extended holiday hours, or view
hundreds of products online at WCBlind.org/store.
	
Day-Glo Orange Bump Dot Markers $5.50
	Easy to see and feel self-adhesive raised
dots to use on light switches, appliances,
and other items. Pack contains 28 dots. In
addition to orange, self-adhesive raised dots
are also available in black, white and clear.
HL106
Hoyle Super Jumbo Playing Cards $3.50
Standard sized cards 2¼” by 3½”.
Numbers and faces are 1” tall. RL404
Oven Mitt
$4.50
	The 17” oven mitt covers the hand and forearm.
The mitt is flame retardant and withstands
temperatures of up to 400 degrees. HK170
Liquid Level Indicator
$12.00
The EZ Fill hangs on the edge of any container and
buzzes when the liquid is one inch from the top.
Uses three A76 batteries, included. HK500
	Keychain Talking Clock Spanish (silver) $12.50
	Keychain Talking Clock English (black) $12.50
	Press the large button on the front to hear the time.
Alarm and/or hourly announcement. Size 1½” by 2
3/8”. Uses two A76 batteries, included. TT211S or
TT211
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Large Print Crosswords
$15.00
Large Print Sudoku
$15.00
	Each of the 125 crossword puzzles is
presented over two 8” x 10” pages in sharp
contrast and large type. Spiral bound. Volumes
1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8. Sudoku book contains
225 puzzles. BL440 or BL442
Handheld Magnifiers
The Sharper Vision Store carries a variety of handheld and stand
magnifiers, as well as portable and desktop electronic video magnifiers.
As magnification power increases, the size of the viewing window
decreases. A Low Vision Evaluation helps determine magnification
strength, style, positioning, and use.
The illuminated magnifiers below are held about 3” to 4” from the page.
Each comes with a cloth carrying bag and has a bright LED light. Uses
standard AAA or AA batteries, included. Left to right:
 x (8D) Mattingly Stand Magnifier
3
$75.00
Sits on page and is moved over text. Magnifies the width of newspaper
column. MLO201
3.5x (10D) Eschenbach Magno Magnifier
Easy-to-carry in purse. MLP834

$45.00

 x (9D) Coil AT Max
3
$65.00
Automatically turns on when picked up and off when set down. MLP800

Explore 5 Electronic Magnifier
$595.00
The Explore 5 has a five-inch LCD screen,
high definition autofocus camera, 2x to 22x
magnification, and 18 color modes. It can be
used on a tabletop with its stand or the stand
folds out into a handle. Runs for 3.5 hours of
continuous use from a single battery charge
and comes with a two-year warranty. PCCTV11
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Check and Deposit Register
$8.50
	Many writing aids are available, including
bold line paper and large print address
book. Writing templates include guides for
signatures, checks, envelopes, and letters.
Shown is the Check and Deposit Register
to make balancing a checkbook easier. It
is 8½” by 11” with space for 12 entries on
each of the 50 pages. WG505
2019 Weekly Planner Calendar
$22.00
The Weekly Planner Calendar is an 8½” by 11”
spiral notebook. Each week spans two pages. The
Monday through Friday openings measure 3¼” by
8”. Monthly views are included. The Sharper Vision
Store also carries two large print wall calendars
and a large print desk calendar. CB620
	Deli Pro Knife and Fork
$20.00
The Deli Pro Knife is an adjustable knife that
cuts uniform slices with a guide that can be
set between ¼” and 1”. Slice meats, bread,
vegetables, and cheese. Includes a fork and
wood storage block. HK110
Women’s Leather Organizer Wallet $30.00
The Money Organizer Wallet has four separate bill
compartments for $1, $5, $10 and $20 and three coin
purses. It has slots for credit cards and a zippered
compartment for other information. Comes in black
or red. HP115
Portable Lap Desk
$30.00
	Use this to adjust the angle of text when
reading with magnifier. The Portable Lap Desk is
lightweight and the foam beads conform to lap
or angle on a table. Upper surface is non-glare
with ledge to hold paper. Flat surface is 15½” by
13¼” and adjusts up to 20 degree angle. Variety
of fabric colors. BK150
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Color Change Lamp
$75.00
This LED lamp can change from warm to cool to
daylight. Lamp can be dimmed to five settings. The
flexible shade allows for accurate positioning of light.
Foldable; opens to 14½” by 12” by 5¾.” USB cable
and power adapter included. LA142
Superior Talking Scale
$70.00
	The Talking Scale can weigh up to 440 pounds or 220
kilograms. A clear, female voice reads the weight and
a digital display shows weight in one inch numbers.
Platform is 14½” by 11”. Surface is ridged and
textured. Uses four AA batteries, included. HM400
Watches and Clocks
The Sharper Vision Store carries watches in the following formats:
talking (some are atomic), large print, and braille. Seven talking clocks
(some are atomic) and a talking travel clock are available.
High Contrast Talking Atomic Watch
$60.00
	On the left is an atomic watch with black background and
white numbers on a black expansion band. Male voice.
Daily alarm and hourly chime. Face is 1¼” wide and case
is 1½” wide. TT510
Men’s Gold Talking Watch
$43.50
The gold talking watch on the right is high contrast with
a white background and black numbers on a gold tone
expansion band. Male or female voice. Daily alarm and
hourly chime. Woman’s watch is 15/16” face and 1¼”
case. Men’s watch is 1¼” face and 1½” case. TT415
Round, Black Wall Clock
$25.00
	15” diameter with clear, easy to read 2” high white
numbers. Perfect for high contrast viewing. Uses one
AA battery, included. TL109B
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